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Prod Date 0227 02=February; 27=27TH day

Sequence 227 Appears to be a job num-
ber  Runs from 001 to 999, 
then starts over again. Used to 
track cars while they were in 
the assembly plant.

Serial 
Number

408360 Last six characters of the 
VIN  The VIN is sequential at 
each plant for Chevelles built 
there. In 1969 the sequence 
number began with 300001, 
making the Chevelle in our 
example the 108,360th ’69 
model built in Kansas City.

Key 
Number

Ignition 6K09 Ignition-key code  These 
are the codes to which the key 
is to be cut.

Compart-
ment

1M26 Door/trunk/glove compart-
ment keys  These are the 
codes to which these keys are 
to be cut.

Ident 
Number

079844 Fisher Body assigned a num-
ber to the body itself  This 
number should appear on the 
Fisher Body unit plate (trim tag). 
The first four numbers are a 
Fisher internal sequence. Num-
ber 0798 is the 798th body for a 
particular day or schedule. The 
final number is the day of the 
work week, using Monday as the 
first day. The 4 represents Thurs-
day. That makes the Chevelle in 
our example the 798th body to 
be built on the fourth day of the 
fourth week of Feb. 1969.

Order 
Type

S S is sold order (as opposed 
to blank for dealer inventory); 
sold orders got priority.

2 Body 
Color

Upper 71 Body paint code for the 
upper body  71=Le Mans 
Blue

4 Lower 71 Body paint code for the 
lower body  71=Le Mans 
Blue

5 Trim Q Trim code  A=755 Black 
vinyl bench seat, etc.

6 Exp. 
Prep.

. Not used. Cars to be exported 
required special preparation 
for shipping.
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Model 13427 Series and body style  134 
(Chevelle 300 deluxe) 27 (2-Dr 
sport coupe)

7 Trans. Type 4 Type of transmission  
4=four-speed

8 F Shifter location  F=floor 
shift; C=column shift

9 Seat A Type of front seat  A=bench 
seat; B=bucket seat

10 Engine Cyl. 8 Number of cylinders  8=V-8 
engine

11 RPO T Engine option  T=396/375hp 
(L78); Q=396/325hp; A=base 
engine

12 A/C . Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with A/C  
“.”=not equipped; A=equipped

13 Strg. . Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with power 
steering (N40)  “.” =not 
equipped; “#”=equipped
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14 Brks. D Designates if the vehi-
cle is to be equipped with 
power brakes (J50=power, 
J52=disc)  D=equipped; “.” 
=not equipped

15 Pos. Axle # Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with Posi-
traction rear axle (G80)  
#=equipped; “.”=not equipped

16 Special 
Body

Int. 3 Designates if SS emblems 
are to be installed above the 
glovebox and on the door 
panels. A total of three inte-
rior badges were needed  
3=equipped; “.”=not equipped

17 Ext. .  “.”=all examples

18 Spec. 
Chassis

A Designates if the vehicle 
is to be equipped with F41 
suspension  A=equipped; 
“.”=not equipped

19 Low 
Volume 
Option

. Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with an eight-
track tape player (U57)  
A=equipped; “.”=not equipped

20 . Not used

21 . Not used

22 . Not used

23 . Not used

24 . Not used

25 . Not used
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27 I/P Harn. VD Designates harness assem-
bly to be used  VD=harness 
6297504; no tach or instrument-
panel gauges; VH=has a 5,500-
rpm tach and instrument-panel 
gauges/clock; VG=no tach or 
instrument-panel gauges; VB=?

29 Seat Sep. 
Harn.

.. Designates code for seat 
wiring harness  XS= 
equipped; “..”=not equipped

30 G/Box 
Lamp

. Designates if the vehicle  is 
to be equipped with a glove-
box lamp  #=equipped; 
“.”=not equipped

31 A/Tray 
Lamp

. Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with an ashtray 
lamp  “.”=not equipped

34 Cluster .JA Designates which cluster is 
to be used  JA= 6482218 no 
auto shift pattern, speed warn-
ing, instrument panel gauges, 
clock; JK=has a 5,500-rpm 
tach, instrument-panel gauges, 
and clock; JD=has auto shift 
pattern, no clock, no gauges

35 Crtsy. 
Lamp

. Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with courtesy 
lamps  #=equipped; “.”=not 
Equipped

36 Tach. . Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with a tachom-
eter  K=equipped; “.”=not 
equipped

37 Clock . Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with a clock  
A=equipped; “.”=not equipped

38 Gage . Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with gauges  
#=equipped; “.”=not equipped
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68 Floor Mat Front 
Mats

. Designates which front 
floor mats the vehicle is to 
be equipped with, if any  
#=Equipped (B37); “.”=Not 
Equipped

69 Rear 
Mats

. Designates which rear floor 
mats the vehicle is to be 
equipped with, if any  
#=Equipped (B37); “.”=Not 
Equipped

70 . Not used

71 Pwr. 
Switch

. Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with power win-
dows  A=Equipped; “.”=Not 
Equipped

72 Hot Wire . Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with a hot-wire 
assembly  D=Equipped; 
“.”=Not Equipped

73 R/Ctl. 
Mirror

. Designates if the vehi-
cle is to be equipped with 
remote-control mirrors  
#=Equipped; “.”=Not Equipped

74 . Not used

75 . Not used
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76 Radio Type . Designates which radio the 
vehicle is to be equipped 
with, if any  “.”=Radio 
Delete; P=Am; ?=Fm

77 Spkr . Designates how many 
speakers the vehicle is to 
be equipped with  “.”=Not 
Equipped; 1=One Dash 
Speaker; 2=Two Speakers; 
5=Five-Speaker System

78 Tape . Designates if the vehi-
cle is to be equipped with 
an eight-track tape player 
 #=Equipped; “.”=Not 
Equipped

79 Ant. . Designates the location of 
the vehicle antenna, if any 
 “.”=Not Equipped; A=Right 
Front Fender-Mounted Adjust-
able Height; ?=Right Rear 
Mounted

80 . Not used

81 Rr Def. . Designates if the vehi-
cle is to be equipped with 
a rear-window defroster 
 #=Equipped; “.”=Not 
Equipped

82 Lugg. 
Carr.

. Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with a luggage 
rack  #=Equipped; “.”=Not 
Equipped

83 Dust Def. . Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with a dust 
deflector  #=Equipped; 
“.”=Not Equipped

84 . Not used

86 Air 
Cleaner

Ct Designates which air cleaner 
the vehicle is to be equipped 
with  Ct=Chrome With Hol-
ley; Cq=?; N7=?; Cu=?

89 Battery R59 Designates which battery 
the vehicle is to be equipped 
with  R69=Standard Top-
Post Battery; R59=Heavy-Duty 
Top-Post Battery

90 . Not used

91 Horn Tone . Designates that horns are to 
be installed
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40 Seat  
Console

.. Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with a console 
 Ca=Equipped; “..”=Not 
Equipped

42 Aa Designates If The Vehicle Is 
To Be Equipped With Deluxe 
Seat Belts  Aa=Standard; 
Va=Deluxe

43 Cruise 
Cont.

. Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with cruise con-
trol  #=Equipped; “.”=Not 
Equipped

44 . Not used

45 Speed 
Warning

. Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with speed 
warning  #=Equipped; 
“.”=Not Equipped

46 . Not used

47 Trunk 
Lamp

. Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with a trunk 
lamp  #=Equipped; “.”=Not 
Equipped

48 Bmpr. Gd. Frt. . Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with front bum-
per guards  #=Equipped; 
“.”=Not Equipped

49 Rr. . Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with rear bum-
per guards  #=Equipped; 
“.”=Not Equipped

50 D Designates if the vehi-
cle is to be equipped with 
rear license-plate lamp  
D=Equipped; “.”=Not Equipped
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52 Rear 
Shocks

Lu Designates which shock 
absorbers the vehicle is to 
be equipped with (f41 sus-
pension or not), and shock 
required to maintain comfort 
level for the particular series 
 Lu=F41 Suspension; Vd=No 
F41 Suspension

53 . ?

54 . ?

56 Brake Cyl. Cn Designates Which Brake 
Assembly The Vehicle Is 
To Be Equipped With  
Cn=Brake Booster And Mas-
ter-Cylinder Assembly; 
c=Master Cylinder Only

57 . ?

59 Strg. 
Wheel

Ea Designates which steer-
ing wheel the vehicle is to be 
equipped with  Ea=Standard 
Black Ss Wheel

61 Strg. Col. Cx Designates which steer-
ing column the vehicle is to 
be equipped with  Cx=Non 
Tilt; Cg=Tilt

63 Strg. Gear Ah Designates which steer-
ing gear the vehicle is to be 
equipped with  Au=Power 
Steering; Ah=Non-Power 
Steering

64 Not used

66 Speedo. 
Cable

Cs Designates which speedom-
eter cable the vehicle is to be 
equipped with  Cs=Four-
Speed Cable; Cr=Auto-Trans 
Cable

67 Dash Mat . #=Equipped;  “.”=Not 
Equipped
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121 Radiator Be Designates which radiator 
the vehicle is to be equipped 
with  Be=Ss (3014752); 
Sb=Non Ss; Br=Ss Automatic 
Transmission

123 Radiator 
Hose

Inlet Sv Designates which top radi-
ator hose the vehicle is to 
be equipped with  Ky=Ss 
(3923229); Sv=Ss 396/375 Hp; 
Ta=Non-Ss

124 Outlet Sz Designates which lower radi-
ator hose the vehicle is to 
be equipped with  Sz=Ss 
(3959486); Tc=Non-Ss
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127 Tire  
Pressure 
Sticker

Dw Designates which tire-pres-
sure sticker the vehicle is to 
be equipped with  Dc, Dj, 
Dw=Ss (3960699); Cz=Non-Ss

129 Wheel 
Disc

Cd Designates which wheel 
cover the vehicle is to be 
equipped with  Cd=Ss 
Wheels; Aa=Non-Ss

131 Wheel Paint .. Designates if the vehi-
cle to have additional paint 
applied to the wheels  
“..”=Received Paint From Ven-
dor; 10=Requires Additional 
Paint (Color?)

133 Size Ya Designates which wheel the 
vehicle is to be equipped 
with  Ya=Ss (3956744), 
14X7.4 With 3/8 Backspacing; 
Xc=Non-Ss Steel

134 Tire 
Brand

. Designates which tire brand 
the vehicle is to be equipped 
with  “..”=Not Specified (No 
Other Examples)

135 Highway 
(Or Copo 
Front 
Tires)

Qyt. 5 Designates how many tires 
the vehicle is to be equipped 
with  5=Five (No Other 
Examples)

Size F7014 Designates what tire 
size the vehicle is to be 
equipped with  F7014=Ss; 
73514=Non-Ss

Rgt 4 Designates the ply rating of 
the tire  4=Four-Ply

Ply. 2 Designates actual plies of 
the tire  2=Plies

Mat. . Designates type of cord the 
tire is made of  B=Bias 
Belted 2+2 “..”=?

Wall Z Designates sidewall treat-
ment of the tire  Z=Raised 
White Letter; W=Whitewall; 
R=Redwall

Tube Designates if the tires are 
to have a tube installed  
Not Used

138 Spec. Not used

139 Special 
Rear Tire

Qty. . “..”=Not specified (no other 
examples)

Size . “..”=Not specified (no other 
examples)

Rgt . “..”=Not specified (no other 
examples)

Ply . “..”=Not specified (no other 
examples)

Mat . “..”=Not specified (no other 
examples)

Tube . “..”=Not specified (no other 
examples)

142 Spec . “..”=Not specified (no other 
examples) 
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92 Qty. 2 Designates how many 
horns are to be installed  
Rh=9000279; Lh=9000280

93 . Not used.

94 Volt Reg. A Designates which voltage 
regulator the vehicle is to 
be equipped with  A=Only 
Example

96 Fwd. Lp. 
Harness

Vm Designates which lamp wir-
ing harness the vehicle is to 
be equipped with  Vm=Only 
Example

97 Lamp 
Monitor

. Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with a lamp 
monitor  #=Equipped; 
“.”=Not Equipped

98 Hood 
Lamp

. Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with a hood 
lamp  #=Equipped; “.”=Not 
Equipped

99 . Not used
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103 Fender 
Piercing

Yg.. Designates body holes for 
ss396 badging  Yg..=With 
Ss Package; Xd..=Without Ss 
Package

104 Emb Fdr. B Designates if the vehi-
cle is to be equipped with 
a front fender ss emblem 
 B=Equipped; “.”=Not 
Equipped

105 Ext. Mldg. Fdr. . Designates if the vehi-
cle is to be equipped with 
front-fender moldings 
 #=Equipped; “.”=Not 
Equipped

106 Whl. . Designates if the vehi-
cle is to be equipped with 
wheel-opening moldings 
 #=Equipped; “.”=Not 
Equipped

107 Door 
Edge 
Grd.

. Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with door-
edge guards  #=Equipped; 
“.”=Not Equipped

108 . Not used

109 Paint 
Stripe

. Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with an exterior 
paint stripe  P=Equipped; 
“.”=Not Equipped

110 . Not used

111 Running 
Lamps

. Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with run-
ning lamps  C=Equipped; 
“.”=Not Equipped

113 Bk Designates if the vehicle is to 
be equipped with front park-
ing lamps  Bk=Equipped; 
“..”=Not Equipped

114 . Not used.

116 Eng 
Tune Up 
Sticker

Ch Designates which engine 
tune-up sticker is to be 
placed under the hood  
Ch=396/375; Hp ?=Other 
Examples

117 . Not used

118 H.D. Rad. . Designates if the vehicle is 
to be equipped with a heavy-
duty radiator  ?=Equipped; 
“..”=Not Equipped

119 Fan 
Shroud

R Designates which fan shroud 
the vehicle is to be equipped 
with  R=Ss; P=Non-Ss
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Zone 05 Designates dealer zone code

Dealer 578 Designates dealer code

Order No. Oll 062 Designates wholesale order 
number

F&So Or 
Copo 
Number

Designates tracking num-
ber for special orders  
So=Shop Order; Copo=Central 
Office Production Order; 
Xp=Experimental Vehicle; 
Dd=9562 High-Performance; 
Unit Ld=9737; Sport-Car Con-
version Package Cb=9694 (?)

Order 
Received 
At Plant 
Date

Mo. 02 Designates the month the 
order was received by the 
assembly plant  01=Janu-
ary; 02=February, Etc.

Day 19 Designates the day of 
the month the order was 
received by the assem-
bly plant  01=First Day; 
02=Second Day, Etc.
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